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QUESTION 1

Linda would like to build a notification dialog box for the user of the Update Checkout agent. When the agent is done, it
should tell the user how many video documents were updated. What is the command she should use for this feature? 

A. Print "The agent processed " and i and "documents", MB_OK, "Agent Completed" 

B. Messagebox "The agent processed " and i and "documents", MB_OK, "Agent Completed" 

C. Print "The agent processed " and i and "documents", MB_OK + MB_ICONINFORMATION, "Agent Completed" 

D. Messagebox "Agent Completed", MB_OK : MB_ICONINFORMATION, "The agent processed " and i and
"documents" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Billy wrote some JavaScript code for validating user-entered field values on his Web forms. What should he do to make
that code available to all forms in his application? 

A. Attach a JavaScript file to a page and embed the page into each form. 

B. Create a page named validate.and embed it into each form. 

C. Create a JavaScript library and insert it into the JavaSscript header event on each form. 

D. Create a shared field called $$JSHeader with the JavaScript code and include the shared field in every form. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A Text field on a Form is set to "Allow multiple values". Jan is designing the form, and wants to set the default value of
the field to a text list of "Apple", "Orange", and "Grape". What Default field value formula should she use? 

A. "Apple" : "Orange" : "Grape" 

B. "Apple" + "Orange" + "Grape" 

C. "Apple" , "Orange" , "Grape" 

D. @TextToList("Apple"; "Orange"; "Grape") 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Tyrone is working on the branding of the company\\'s Registration application, and he needs to add the company logo to
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each form. How can he do this and minimize potential future maintenance if the logo changes? 

A. Add a computed link to the logo in each form. 

B. Add the logo from the Resources - Files area. 

C. Add the logo from the Resources - Images area. 

D. Add the logo from the Resources - Style Sheets area. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Roberto has been asked to modify the Membership view in the Video Rental application. A green checkmark should
appear in the Approved view column for each document where membership has been approved. He set the view
column property to "Display values as icons", and now he needs to write a column formula. What is the column formula
he needs to use? 

A. @If(Approved = "Yes"; 82; 0) 

B. @If(Approved = "Yes"; @OpenImageResource("checkmark.gif"); "") 

C. @If(Approved = "Yes"; @Icon(82); @Icon(0)) 

D. @If(Approved = "Yes"; @Column(82); @Column(0)) 

Correct Answer: A 
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